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ABSTRACT
Now a days, it is highly important to generate electrical power by using non-conventional energy resources such as
solar energy. But the major drawback of photo voltaic system is it’s installation cost and its output which depends upon
the atmospheric condition. To provide the regulated output voltage, dc-dc converters are used which works at maximum
power. Hence maximum power tracking techniques can be used to resolve these problems.
Performance of these famous Dc-Dc converter topologies i.e. Buck, Boost and Buck-boost converter has been examined
here. In order to efficiently operate the system at maximum power point, MPPT algorithm must make the system work
near to the value of MPP. This paper focuses especially on the design and MATLAB and PSPICE simulation of DC-DC
converters. Simulation results are shown for buck, boost and buck-boost converters with certain parameters.
Keywords: DC-DC buck converters, boost converters, buck-boost converters, MPPT techniques, P & O algorithm,
Incremental Conduction (Inc. Cond.) algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the important applications of renewable energy technology is the installation of photovoltaic
(PV) systems using sunlight to generate electricity. But the major drawback of photovoltaic system is
its installation cost and its output which depends upon the atmospheric condition. To provide the
regulated output voltage, dc-dc converters are used which works at maximum power. Hence
maximum power tracking techniques are used inside these converters so that these problems can be
resolved.
Every Integrated circuit needs a constant supply voltage, for this purpose batteries, capacitors etc are
required to store electrical energy. These storage systems suffer from the decrease in voltage when
they discharge. The voltage delivered must be regulated and as per the voltage required by the
integrated circuits. For such circuits, dc-dc converters came into picture.
A dc-dc converter is a vital part of renewable energy conversion and portable devices. It is
essentially used to achieve a regulated DC voltage from an unregulated DC source which may be the
output of a rectifier or a battery or a solar cell etc [1]. In particular, the converter is able to deliver
output voltages both higher as well as lower than the input voltage.
2. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING (MPPT) TECHNIQUES
The maximum power is generated by the solar module at a point of the I-V characteristic where the
product of voltage and current is maximum. This point is known as the MPP. There are two types of
algorithms such as direct and indirect algorithms. In this paper, two direct algorithms are taken and
compared they are- Perturb and observe (P&O) and Incremental Conductance (Inc. Con.) techniques.
Figure 1 shows the I-V and P-V characteristics of PV module.
Maximum power point converter is nothing but the dc to dc converter which helps getting
the solar cell‟s maximum output irrespective of the solar irradiation and temperature condition using
the appropriate algorithm [2].
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Figure1. (a) I-V (b) P-V characteristics of PV module with MPP
2.1 Perturb & Observe (P&O) Technique:
P&O is an iterative method. In this method, the module operating voltage is sensed periodically and
then it is compared with the module output power to find change in power (∆P). If ∆P is positive,
then the operating point is moving in the same direction of MPP. If ∆P is negative, then the operating
point is moving away from the MPP. We can also say that, if dP/dV > 0 then operating point is
moving towards MPP and if dP/dV < 0 then operating point is moving away from MPP. The flow
diagram of P&O algorithm is shown in Figure 2.This process continues till dPPV/dVPV=0 regardless
of the irradiance and PV module‟s terminal voltage [3]. The advantages of this algorithm, as stated
before, are simplicity and ease of implementation. However, P&O has limitations that reduce its
MPPT efficiency. One such limitation is that as the amount of sunlight decreases, the P–V curve
flattens out. Another disadvantage of P&O algorithm is that it oscillates around the MPP.
2.2 Incremental Conductance (Inc. Con.) Technique:
The drawback of P&O algorithm can be removed by Inc Con method by comparing the
instantaneous panel conductance (IPV/VPV) with the incremental panel conductance (dIPV/dVPV). In
this algorithm, the maximum point lies at dPPV/dVPV=0. The flow diagram of Inc. Con. algorithm is
shown in Figure 3.
The ouptup power of PV module is given by
PPV=IPVPV
(1)
The Inc Con method is based on the fact that dPPV/dVPV = 0 or dPPV/dVPV = - I/V at the MPP,
dIPV/dVPV < -I/V or dPPV/dVPV < 0 if the operating point is on the right of the P-V curve and
dIPV/dVPV > -I/V or dPPV/dVPV > 0 if the operating point is on the left of the P-V curve.
This is given by differentiating equation (1)
dPPV/dVPV=IPV+VPVdIPV/dVPV
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Figure 2. Flowchart of Perturb & Observe (P&O) Algorithm [4]
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Figure 3.Flowchat of Incremental Conductance (Inc. Con.) algorithm [3]
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3. DC-DC CONVERTERS TOPOLOGY
It is essentially used to achieve a regulated DC voltage from an unregulated DC source which may
be the output of a rectifier or a battery or a solar cell etc. This converter is inserted between the solar
cell and its load. There are various types of converter such as buck converter boost converter and
buck-boost converter.
3.1
Buck converter: The circuit diagram of buck converter as shown in Figure 4. The buck
converter acts as step –down transformer. From the circuit we seen that when MOSFET (switch „s‟)
is ON then input voltage directly applied across the load but when switch is off then freewheeling
diode D is operate, as a result load terminal are short circuit by D ,therefore load terminal voltage
becomes zero . thus average output voltage is decreases as compared to the input voltage.

Figure 4 Simple Buck converter circuit in
simulink

Figure 5 Output response of Buck
converter in simulink

The output voltage Vo is given as
Where, 𝛼 =

𝑇𝑜𝑛

V0 = 𝛼 Vdc

(3)

𝑇𝑜𝑛 +𝑇𝑜𝑓𝑓

Ton = ON time of MOSFET
Toff = off time of MOSFET
Figure 5 represents the simulink result of Buck converter with Vin= 5V, Pulse Width= 70% and its
output voltage is coming out to be Vout= 3.24V as shown in Figure 4. It is clear, that output voltage
(Vout) is less than the input voltage (Vin) which means converter is acting as a step-down converter.
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Figure 6 Buck converter circuit in PSPICE

Figure 7 Input and Output response in
PSPICE ( output, input)

Figure 7 represents the PSPICE result of Buck converter. From the result it is clear that
the output voltage is less than the input voltage.
3.2 Boost converter: The circuit diagram of boost converter as shown in Figure 8. The boost
converter acts as step-up transformer. From the circuit we seen that when MOSFET (switch „s‟) is
ON then input current flow through the path vs+ -L- s-vs _ and during this period energy store in
inductor L. When switch „s‟ is off then stored energy transfer to the load through the diode as a
result voltage across the load Vo becomes
Vo = Vin + VL
(4)
Thus output voltage increased as compared to the input voltage.

Figure 8 Simple Boost converter circuit
in simulink

Figure 9 Output response of Boost
converter in simulink

Figure 9 represents the simulink result of Boost converter with Vin= 5V, Pulse Width= 70%
and its output voltage is coming out to be Vout= 16.6V as shown in Figure 8. It is clear, that
output voltage (Vout) is high than the input voltage (Vin) which means converter is acting as a
step-up converter.
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The output voltage Vo is given as
𝑉

𝑑𝑐
𝑉0 = 1−𝛼

(5)

Where, V0 = output voltage
Vdc= input voltage
𝛼 = duty cycle

Figure 10 Boost converter circuit in
PSPICE

Figure 11 Input and Output response in
PSPICE ( output, input)

Figure 11 represents the PSPICE result of Boost converter. From the result it is clear that the
output voltage is high than the input voltage.
3.3 Buck Boost converter: The circuit
diagram of Buck Boost converter as shown in
Figure 12. This circuit obtain by connecting
buck and boost converter in cascade manner.
This circuit operate in both step-down and
step-up mode. When the MOSFET (switch „s‟)
is on then the input current flow through the
path vs+ -s- L-vs _ thus enrgy stored in
inductor .
When switch „s‟ is off then the inductor
current force to flow through the load with
reverse polarity, thus stored energy in inductor
transfer to the load.
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Buck-Boost converter acts as a Buck converter
when Pulse width is less than 50% and acts as
a Boost converter when pulse width is more
than the 50%.
The output voltage Vo is given as
𝑉𝑑𝑐 𝛼
𝑉0 = (1−𝛼)
(6)
Where, V0 = output voltage
Vdc= input voltage
𝛼 = duty cycle
For 0 < 𝛼 < 0.5, the buck converter
operation is achived and for 0.5 < 𝛼 < 1
boost converter operation is achived.
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Figure 12 Simple Buck-Boost converter
circuit (working as a Buck converter) in
simulink

Figure 13 Output response of Buck-Boost
converter (Working as a Buck converter) in
simulink

Figure 13 represents the simulink result of Buck-boost converter when acting as a Boost
converter with Vin= 5V, pulse width= 55% and output is coming out to be Vout= 5.61V as
shown in Figure 12. Means Vout is higher than Vin and acting as a step-up converter.

Figure 14 Simple Buck-Boost converter
circuit (working as a Boost converter) in
simulink

Figure 15 Output response of Buck-Boost
converter (Working as a Boost converter)
in simulink

Figure 15 represents the simulink result of Buck-Boost converter, which is acting as a Buck
converter with Vin= 5V, Pulse Width= 30% and its output voltage is coming out to be
Vout= 1.391V as shown in Figure 14. It is clear, that output voltage (Vout) is less than the input
voltage (Vin) which means converter is acting as a step-down converter
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.
Figure 16 Buck-Boost converter circuit in
PSPICE

Figure 17 Input and Output response in
PSPICE ( Output, Input)

Figure 17 represents the PSPICE result of the Buck-Boost converter, in this converter is acting as
a Buck or step-down converter as Vout is less than the Vin.
4. CONCLUSION
With the use of different types of dc-dc converter, it is possible to track the maximum power point
(MPP) with increase in efficiency of the system but upto some extend only. A key challenge to design
switching regulators is to maintain a regulated voltage.
In this paper, the analysis and experimental study of three kinds of converters are presented on the basis
of simulation in MATLAB SIMULINK and PSPICE. Hence there will be an approach where with the
help of detail study of dc-dc converter buck, boost and buck-boost topologies to suggest an appropriate
converter.
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